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Abstract—In this paper, we present an end-to-end view of
IoT security and privacy and a case study. Our contribution is
twofold. First, we present our end-to-end view of an IoT system
and this view can guide risk assessment and design of an IoT
system. We identify 10 basic IoT functionalities that are related
to security and privacy. Based on this view, we systematically
present security and privacy requirements in terms of IoT system,
software, networking and big data analytics in the cloud. Second,
using the end-to-end view of IoT security and privacy, we present
a vulnerability analysis of the Edimax IP camera system. We are
the first to exploit this system and have identified various attacks
that can fully control all the cameras from the manufacturer.
Our real-world experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of
the discovered attacks and raise the alarms again for the IoT
manufacturers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IoT can be defined as interconnecting various uniquely
addressable objects through communication protocols. We can
interconnect anything including virtual objects together and
access those things remotely [1], [2]. IoT has broad applications, including healthcare, life sciences, municipal infrastructure, smart home, retail, manufacturing, agriculture, education
and automation. Forbes reported that by 2020 annual revenue
of IoT vendors could exceed $470B, Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) will exceed 60 trillion in the next 15 years and
IoT market size was about 900M in 2015 [3]. According to
Gartner’s hype cycle of emerging technologies in 2016 [4],
the expectation for IoT is very high and standardization of
IoT platforms will need 5-10 years. The IEEE P2413 Working
Group has been trying to standardize the IoT framework since
2014 while there is no consensus yet [5] .
IoT has attracted hackers. There are two kinds of threats:
threats against IoT and threats from IoT. 1. Threats against
IoT: On Oct. 21, 2016, a huge DDoS attack was deployed
against Dyn DNS servers and shut down many web services
including Twitter [6]. Hackers exploited default passwords and
user names of webcams and other IoT devices, and installed
the Mirai botnet [7] on compromised IoT devices. The huge
botnet was then used to deploy the DDoS attack against Dyn
DNS servers. Various other IoT devices have been hacked.
IP cameras can be hacked through buffer overflow attacks
[8]. Philips Hue lightbulbs were hacked through its ZigBee
link protocol [9]. SQL injection attacks were effective against
Belkin IoT devices [10]. 2. Threats from IoT: Researchers also
find cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks that exploited the Belkin
WeMo app and access data and resources that the app can
access [10].

In this paper, we present an end-to-end view of IoT security
and privacy. Our contribution is twofold. First, we present
our end-to-end view of an IoT system. We identify 10 basic
IoT functionalities related to security and privacy. Based on
this view, we systematically analyze the security and privacy
requirements in terms of five dimensions: hardware, operating
system/firmware, software, networking and big data analytics
in the cloud. Second, using the end-to-end view of IoT security
and privacy, we present an attack against the Edimax IP
camera system. We are the first to exploit this system and
have identified various attacks that can fully control all Edimax
cameras of the model of interest. The exploit of the camera
system demonstrates the usefulness of our view of IoT security
and privacy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
our end-to-end view of IoT security and privacy in Section
II. In Section III, we introduce the communication protocol
of the Edimax camera system. Then we present our exploit of
the system in Section IV. We evaluate the exploit in Section
V and conclude the paper in Section VI.
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In this section, we first present our end-to-end view of an
IoT system and then present security and privacy requirements
for an IoT system.
A. End-to-End View of IoT
We will focus on a standalone IoT system as shown in
Figure 1. Such a system normally has three basic components:
thing, controller and cloud. The thing is connected to the
Internet. For a smart home system, the thing is normally
behind a wireless router, which adopts NAT to set up a local
network of home systems. The controller can be a program
on a PC or app on a smart device such as a smartphone or
tablet. Without loss of generality, we often use a smartphone as
an example controller in this paper. Within the local network,
the controller can communicate with the thing through the
router. However, if the controller is outside, it will not be
able to contact the thing directly since the thing is behind
NAT (unless port forwarding is enabled on the home router
for the thing). Therefore, most IoT systems use a cloud as an
intermediate relay between the thing and controller. The thing
builds a permanent connection to the cloud. The controller
controls or requests information from the thing through the
cloud.
We have identified 10 basic functionalities in a IoT system.

Fig. 1. End-to-end View of IoT

1) Upgrading: The firmware of the thing can be upgraded
to provide more and better services or a security patch
can be applied. The firmware can be a full-fledged
embedded Linux system. If the thing is a microcontroller
(MCU), the firmware can be a piece of dedicated code
for simple control or sensing. For example, a MCU can
be used to turn on and off an air conditioner.
2) Pairing: Bootstrapping a thing generally involves two
steps, pairing and then binding. A controller like a smartphone should be able to communicate with a thing at the
bootstrapping time. Such a communication channel can
be WIFI, Bluetooth, ZigBee, barcode/scanner, and near
field communication. This connecting process is denoted
as pairing. For example, when many smart things on
market are powered on, they behave as a wireless router
and allow the controller to connect to the things in order
to configure the things. Apparently, if a thing is deployed
in public, we have to limit who can access the thing and
configure it.
3) Binding: This is the process of configuring the thing
through the controller once pairing is done. The controller may bind the thing to the Internet, that is, connect
the thing to the Internet. For example, the controller
can require a user to input the WiFi SSID (Service Set
Identifier) and password of a wireless router and send
the information to the thing, which can then connect
to the Internet. Another important binding activity is to
bind the thing and its users. For example, the controller
can learn the identity of the thing (e.g., the MAC
address of the wireless interface on the thing) via the
communication channel used in the pairing process.
Therefore, the user and the thing can be bound together
via an appropriate protocol.
4) Local authentication: Within a local network, the controller may connect to a port open on a thing, which
should authenticate the user and then allow further
actions from the user.
5) Local control: Once a user is authenticated, the controller can send commands to control the thing.
6) Remote authentication. If the controller is on the
Internet and not in the local network, it may not be able
to directly contact the thing, which may be behind NAT,
and has to go through the cloud for authentication.

7) Remote control: If the controller is on the Internet and
not in the local network, it may have to control the thing
through a cloud.
8) Relay by cloud: For remote authentication and control,
the cloud is to relay the authentication and control
messages between the thing and controller. The cloud
may have an authentication server to authenticate both
the thing and controller and connect them together.
9) Big data analytics by cloud: The cloud may collect
the data from things and users, and perform big data
analytics. A cloud may connect to other clouds that serve
other things, share data and request further analytics
capabilities.
10) Sensing and notification: Many things are smart. For
example, a thing may sense the room temperature and
notify the user if the temperature is too low or high. A
thing can also notify the user about abnormal behaviors
such as too many login attempts on the thing.
B. Security and Privacy in IoT
To secure an IoT system, we have to consider five dimensions: hardware, operating system/firmware, software, networking and data generated and maintained within the system,
as shown in Figure 2. As illustrated in Figure 1, an IoT system
has quite a few components, all of which should be inspected
from these five aspects. The 10 functionalities of IoT identified
in Section II-A span across these five dimensions. We have to
secure any interface that may interact with users (including
attackers) in an IoT system.

Fig. 2. Five Aspects of IoT Security and Privacy

Hardware security: Hardware security is critical when
attackers can physically access the IoT devices. For example,
many IoT devices do not disable their debugging ports after the
testing and validation stage, which give attackers full access
to the internal firmware. In fact, almost all IoT devices have
hardware vulnerabilities which may be exploited by attackers
including the UART/JTAG debugging ports, multiple boot
options, and unencrypted flash memory [11]–[13]. Through the
hardware backdoors, attackers can easily bypass software level
integrity checking by either disabling the checking functionality or booting the system through an injected firmware image.
An IoT security vulnerability database is recently constructed,
which presents a large spectrum of different types of vulnerabilities including hardware security related vulnerabilities

[14]. Accordingly, countermeasures are recently proposed to
prevent physical attacks such as runtime attestation to prevent
TOCTOU attacks [15]. TPM [16], TrustZone [17] and Intel
SGX [18] can provide hardware-level security.
Operating system (OS)/firmware and software security
and privacy: Given the often limited functionalities of an IoT
device, a trustworthy operating system [19] can be implemented on the device if the cost is permitted. The control app for
a thing is often installed on a smartphone and software secure
measures should be applied in order to prevent the attack
against the app like the attack in [10]. We can also not blindly
trust the cloud for security. For example, servers installed
on Amazon EC2 have to be secured by whoever deploys
the servers. Software security issues are similar to those in
the traditional computer systems. For example, backdoors and
public and private SSL key pairs are discovered by performing
static analysis on a large number of unpacked firmwares
[20]. Chen et al. [21] perform large-scale automated dynamic
analysis of various firmwares to discover potential exploits
using the Metasploit Framework. A case study of a firmware
modification attack is investigated in [22]. A buffer overflow
exploit is found by analyzing Home Network Administration
Protocol (HNAP) [23] so that it can be used to execute any
code on the device. A stack-based buffer overflow of the
general library, glibc [24], is exploited to attack several home
hubs [25].
Network Security and Privacy: An IoT system is a networked system and the whole system has to be secured from
end to end [26]–[32]. Communication should be encrypted to
prevent the leak of sensitive information. Authentication has to
be carefully implemented. We have differentiated pairing from
binding. Recall that in the pairing process, the controller needs
to connect to the IoT device in order to configure the thing.
However, most IoT devices allow any controller in proximity
for pairing. The risk of such practice may be small in a private
setting like a home. However, for a large-scale deployment in
a public environment, anybody with access to the devices can
reconfigure the system and may break into the system. After
pairing, we run the binding process to bind identities to the
thing in order to control it. The authentication has to be set
up in a proper way. For example, weak passwords should be
avoided. An IoT system may be composed of a large number
of nodes with sensing capabilities and security techniques in
sensor networks can be applied accordingly [33]–[36].
Many manufacturers fail to provide necessary protection
for their networked IoT devices, which are under constant
attacks nowadays. The Mirai DDoS attack [7] was possible
because of the weak passwords on various IoT devices. Rouf
et al. [26] exploit the unsecured wireless communication
protocol of automatic meter reading. Dhanjani [27] hacks the
Phillips Hue lightbulb system and finds that the authentication
mechanisms are not strong. Molina [28] exploits the KNX, a
standardized home automation communication protocol, and
finds that the lack of authentication and encryption allows an
attacker to remotely control the appliances in a hotel. Rahman
et al. [29] find the communication protocol vulnerabilities
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the camera system

of the wearable device (Fitbit). By automatically analyzing
the applications and forging the authentication messages, Zuo
et al. [32] design an authentication message generator to
perform brute force attacks against the corresponding remote
application server. Obermaier and Hutle [31] investigate the
vulnerabilities of communication protocols of four surveillance
camera systems.
Big Data Analytics: Since the cloud sits between the controller and IoT devices, it can collect all the data. Many of the
systems including Amazon AWS IoT are set up in this way. We
have to question: should the cloud know everything and collect
data about us and our belongings? For example, for remote
authentication, should the cloud serve as the authentication
server to authenticate controllers/things? However, big data
collected by the cloud can help defeat attacks. For example, a
proper intrusion detection system over the cloud can prevent
another round of Mirai attack. Since things are often very
specific, intrusion detection can be made easy.
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In this section, we present a case study of exploiting an IP
camera system manufactured by Edimax under our view of IoT
security and privacy. We first introduce the architecture of the
camera system and then present the detailed communication
protocol.
A. Architecture of the Camera System
By traffic analysis, we find that the Edimax camera system
has three components, including the camera, controller, and
cloud servers as shown in Figure 3. If the controller and
camera are in the same local network, the controller can
communicate with the camera locally and fetch the live video
through a web server on the camera. In this paper, we
concentrate on remote attacks and will focus on remote communication protocols of the camera system when the controller
and camera are not in the same local network. The camera
connects to the Internet through an ethernet cable or WiFi.
The controller can be an app on a smartphone. The controller
communicates with the camera via the cloud servers, including
the registration server and the command relay server. The
registration server is used for device registration for both the
controller and the camera. The command relay server forwards
command messages between them.
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Fig. 4. Registration phase

B. Paring, Binding and Registration
We first investigate the paring process. When the camera
is used for the first time, a user needs to connect it to her
home network using an ethernet cable. The software EdiView
Finder Utility should be installed on a computer in the same
home network. This utility is used to search the home wireless
router and configure the camera to use the home wireless
router. At this point, the wired connection of the camera can
be disconnected.
In the binding process, we can change the password
and other configurations such as the resolution of the
image via a web page of the camera. The link is
http://host/setup.asp?r=20141126, where host is the local IP
address of the camera. Upon connecting to the Internet, the
camera registers with two remote servers, i.e., registration
server and command relay server. The controller also registers
with both servers.
The packets transmitted between the controller, camera, and
remote servers are obfuscated instead of encrypted. The right
shift is performed over all characters but the first character in
packets. The number of positions in the right shift is between
1 and 7, which is the difference between the first original
character and the corresponding obfuscated character. The first
original character is always “<”, since a pair of “<>” is used
to delimit key and value pairs. When the camera or controller
receives a packet, it compares the first character with “<” to
obtain the number of positions and perform the corresponding
left shit to obtain the plaintext.
At the registration phase, all the packets use UDP. The UDP
service ports of both the registration server and the command
relay server are 8760. Figure 4 illustrates the registration
procedure for both the camera and controller. Since the first
three steps of both the camera and controller are similar,
we take the camera as an example to present the detailed
procedure as follows.
STEP 1: In this step, the camera registers with the registration server. The camera first sends a UDP packet to the
registration server. The packet has a value of “1” in the
“opcode value” field, referred to as command value in this
paper, and a UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) in the
“id value” field. The UUID is used to uniquely identify the
connection.
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Fig. 5. Connection establishment phase and data communication phase

Upon receiving the packet with the command value “1”
from the camera, the registration server responds with a UDP
packet with a command value “10”. The response packet
consists of the UUID received from the camera, and the IP
addresses and the ports of both the camera and the command
relay server. Consequently, the camera can learn the IP address
and port of command relay server from this response packet.
STEP 2: In this step, the camera registers with the command
relay server. The camera first sends a UDP packet to the
command relay server with a command value “1” and a new
UUID to uniquely identify this connection. The command
relay server responds with a UDP packet with a command
value “10”. The packet contains the UUID received from the
camera, and the IP addresses and the ports of both the camera
and the command relay server.
STEP 3: Once the camera receives response from the
command relay server, it sends a packet with a command value
“2” back to the registration server. This packet contains a new
UUID. It is used to inform the registration server the fact that
it has registered with the command relay server.
STEP 4: The camera sends two successive UDP packets
to the UDP service port 8765 of the registration server. The
first packet with a code value of “3000” is used to inform the
registration server that the camera is online. The second packet
with a code value of “1010” carries the camera information
such as the camera model, MAC address, type, alias, LAN
IP address and port of this camera, serial number, camera
firmware version, and camera status.
After receiving the messages with the code value of “1010”
from the camera, the registration server responds with a UDP
packet with a code value of “1020”. The packet contains the
MAC address and the status of the camera. The camera repeats
STEP 1 to STEP 4 around every 20 minutes to inform the
registration server that the camera is online.
C. Camera Discovery Phase and Authentication
In the camera discovery phase, the controller tries to first
check the online status of the camera via the registration
server as shown in Figure 5 and then sends the authentication
information to it. The UDP service ports of the registration
server for the camera and the controller are 8765 and 8766,
respectively.
STEP 5: In this step, a user sets the configuration of the
controller in order to check the online state of a specified

camera. The user inputs an alias of the camera, the MAC
address of the specified camera, and the password through the
graphic user interface of the controller. The controller then
sends two successive UDP packets to the registration server.
The first packet with a code value of “3000” is to inform the
registration server that the controller wants to check the state
of the camera. The second packet with a code value of “2030”
contains the MAC address of the camera and the information
of the controller, including the LAN IP address and port, the
device firmware version, and a relay ID generated by the
controller. The relay ID is composed of the camera’s MAC
address and a timestamp. It is used in the data communication
phase to correctly interconnect the two TCP connections from
a pair of controller and camera on the command relay server.
After receiving the request from the controller, the registration server checks the camera status first. If the camera is
offline, the registration server responds with a packet with
a code value of “5000”. Otherwise, the registration server
responds with a packet with a code value of “2040” to the
controller. This packet includes the IP addresses and ports
of both the camera and the command relay server, the relay
ID, camera firmware version, model, type, alias, and camera
status. The registration server also adds extra messages to the
“2030” packet and changes the code value to “2020”, and then
forwards it to the camera. The extra messages of “2020” packet
include the IP addresses and ports of the camera, the controller,
and the command relay server. Therefore, the camera can learn
the relay ID from this packet.
D. Remote Data Communication Phase
There are two ways for the controller to control the camera
remotely. First, the controller and the camera try to directly
communicate with each other using the UDP protocol. Second,
If the attempt of a direct UDP connection fails, the controller
and the camera will communicate with each other via the
command relay server using the TCP protocol. In this paper,
we mainly concentrate on the data communication using TCP.
STEP 6: To communicate with TCP, both the camera and
the controller establish TCP connections to the command
relay server. Recall that the camera and the controller obtain
the IP address and ports of the command relay server from
the registration server. The camera also obtains the relay ID
generated by the controller through the registration server.
Both the camera and the controller send a TCP packet that
contain the MAC address of the camera and the relay ID to
the command relay server. According to the MAC address
of camera and the relay ID, the command relay server can
interconnect these two TCP connections and relay the data
between the camera and the controller. However, the command
relay server does not send any response packets to neither the
camera nor the controller.
STEP 7: To obtain live images from the camera, the
controller sends requests to the camera via the command relay
server. The request packets contain a value of “/mobile.jpg”
in “url value” field, and authentication information in “auth
value” field. The authentication information in the format of

username:password is encoded in the Base64 scheme. The
default username and password are admin and 1234, respectively. Users can change the password through the web page
of the camera. However, they cannot change the username as
it is hardcoded in the camera. Once the command relay server
receives the request packets from controller, it forwards them
to the camera.
STEP 8: After the camera receives the request, the camera
first checks the authentication information. If the authentication information is correct, the camera sends images back
to the command relay server, which forwards them to the
controller. Otherwise, the camera will send an authorization
failure packet to the controller.
Every time the controller tries to obtain an image, it needs
to send the request packet that contains the authentication
information. Therefore, the controller repeats the STEP 7 and
STEP 8 so as to continuously derive the live images taken by
the camera.
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In this section, we first present three remote attacks against
the Edimax IP camera of interest: device scanning attack, brute
force attack, and device spoofing attack. Using these attacks,
we can remotely control any camera.
A. Device Scanning Attack
The attacker can find out all online cameras by enumerating
all the possible MAC addresses. Recall the procedure of the
connection establishment phase. After the controller sends a
“2030” packet, the controller receives a “2040” packet if the
camera is online. If the camera is offline, the controller will
receive a packet with a code value of “5000”. Therefore,
the attacker can construct a “2030” packet with the specified
camera MAC address, and check whether the specified camera
is online according to the response packet.
The MAC address space of a manufacturer can be known
from the Internet. A MAC address contains 12 characters.
The first 6 characters indicate manufacturer and the other 6
characters indicate the namespace given to the manufacturer.
Products of the same model from a manufacturer are usually
assigned consecutive MAC addresses. Thus the attacker can
infer MAC addresses based on the MAC address of his own
purchased camera, enumerate the 12 characters of the MAC
address and can verify the state of the camera with each
potential MAC address.
B. Brute Force Attack
If a user changes the default password of a camera, the
attacker can find the password via a brute force attack. In
the data communication phase, when the controller sends a
TCP request that contains the authentication information, the
camera responds with images if the authentication information
is correct. Therefore, the attacker can enumerate all possible
passwords by repeating the TCP request, and determine if
the password is right or not in terms of the response packet.
Our experiments show that the command relay server does

not block this brute force attack. If a user chooses a 4-digit
password like the default one, the brute force attack works.
Although there is no explicit password policy from the
manufacturer, we find that the camera password can be 63
characters long, and allows digits, special characters, uppercase, and lower-case alphabetic letters. Therefore, if the user
employs a long and complicate password, the brute force
attack may not work.
C. Device Spoofing Attack
The device spoofing attack can obtain a camera password
of any length and combination. In the device spoofing attack,
the attacker creates a software bot implementing the camera
communication protocol in order to emulate the camera. When
the user opens the control app, the TCP request packet with
the password is sent to the attacker’s software bot. Therefore,
the attacker obtains the password.
The detailed attack process is presented as follows.
1) The attacker chooses an online camera that uses a nondefault password based on the device scanning results
and creates the software bot with the specific MAC
address. Any camera from this manufacturer can be
spoofed this way.
2) The software bot registers with the registration server
and the command relay server by performing STEP 1 to
STEP 4. The software bot sends two UDP packets with
the command value of “1” and “2” to both registration
server and command relay server for registration. It then
sends two successive UDP packets (i.e., code value of
“3000” and code value of “1010”) to the registration
server informing the server that the spoofed camera is
online. Once the software bot receives the packet with
the code value of “1020” from the registration server, the
attacker knows that the spoofed camera is online. The
software bot repeats STEP 1 to STEP 4 as many times
as possible, since the real camera will register itself by
performing STEP 1 to STEP 4.
3) When the user opens the control app, the app sends
two successive UDP packets (i.e., code value of “3000”
and code value of “2030”) to the registration server as
introduced in STEP 5. The registration server forwards
the packets to the software bot spoofing the camera. Simultaneously, the registration server informs the control
app that the camera is online.
4) The control app builds a TCP connection to the command relay server and sends a TCP request to the server
automatically. The command relay server forwards the
TCP request that contains the authentication information to the software bot. Recall that the authentication
information is encoded with the Base64 scheme and
the format is username:password. As a result, it is
trivial for the attacker to derive the password from the
authentication information.
5) The spoofed camera should be offline as soon as it
obtains the authentication information. Recall that the
real camera registers with the registration server and the

command relay server every 20 minutes. Accordingly, it
takes at most 20 minutes for the real camera to get online
again after the spoofed camera obtains the authentication
information. After that, the user can see the images
and videos taken by real camera again and may not
realize that the camera has been compromised. Once
the attacker obtains the password, she can fully control
the camera.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we present our experiment results validating
the three attacks against Edimax IP cameras. All the attacks
were performed over our own purchased cameras.
To verify the feasibility of the device scanning attack, we
first put our Edimax IP camera online. We then send a packet
with a code value of “2030” to the Edimax registration server
and receive a packet with a code value of “2040”. We then
put the camera offline. We resend a packet with a code value
of “2030” to the registration server and receive a packet with
a code value of “5000”. Therefore, we can scan any potential
MAC address to determine if the corresponding camera is
online or not.
To verify the brute force attack, we set a random 4-digit
password for our own camera. We then run the brute force
attack and can identify the right password in a few minutes.
We now present the results of evaluating the device spoofing
attack. The device spoofing attack may fail if the real camera
registers with the registration server and this kicks our spoofed
camera offline. In such a scenario, the controller will connect
to the real camera, and the spoofed camera cannot receive
the request packet with the authentication information from
the controller. However, our software bot spoofing the camera
can send out the registration packet continuously in order
to increase the attack success rate. To verify our attack, we
connect the real camera to the Internet, and the spoofed camera
registers with the registration server every 10 seconds. A user
opens the controller randomly during the attack. If the spoofed
camera receives the authentication information, the attack
succeeds; otherwise, it fails. We perform the experiments for
50 times and the spoofed camera receives the authentication
information 49 times.The success rate of the device spoofing
attack is up to 98%.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we first present our view of an IoT system
that includes the thing, cloud and controller from an end-toend perspective. 10 basic functionalities have been identified
for such a system. Those functionalities have to be secured
properly according to our risk analysis of different components
of the IoT system. We then present our exploit of an IP camera
system and discovered three attacks including device scanning
attack, brute force attack and device spoofing attack that can
fully control all of the IP cameras from the manufacturer.
We performed real-world experiments to validate the attacks
and find that the device spoofing attack can obtain a user’s
password at a probability of 98% whatever the password is.

Our end-to-end view of IoT Security and privacy can serve
as the guide to design a secure and privacy preserving IoT
system.
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